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Introduction.
Let A be an algebra over a commutative ring K and F a subalgebra.
Suppose that the extension A/F is a Frobenius extension. Then in [3, section
3], the complete relative cohomology group Hl^niM, ―) is introduced for an
arbitrary left J-module M and reZ. We denote the opposite rings of A and
F by A0 and F° respectively. Put P=A<g>KA° and let 5 denote the natural
image of F(Z)KF0 in P. Then the extension P/S is also a Frobenius extension.
Since A is a left P-module with the natural way, we have HlP,s->(A,―). We
will denote this Hu>.s>(A, ―) by Hr(A, F, -) for [6, section 3]. In this paper,
we will study this complete relative cohomology H{A, F, ―). In section 1, we
will study relative complete resolutions of A and in section 2, we willintroduce
the dual of the fundamental exact sequence of [4, Proposition 1 and Theorem
1] for complete relative cohomology groups. In section 3, we will study an
internal product like as in [9, section 2] which we will call the cup product.
If the basic ring of the Frobenius extension is commutative, the cup product
in this paper coincides with the product V in [2, Exercise 2 of Chapter XI]
1. Relative complete resolutions
Let P be a ring and S a subring such that the extension P/S is a Frobenius
extension. In [3], the complete (P, S)-resolution of a left P-module M is in-
troduced. It is a (P, 5)-exact sequence ･･･~-≫Zx-*X0 ―>X-i―> ･･･ such that
Xn is (P, S)-projective for ail neZ and there exist a P-epimorphism s: X0-*M
and a P-monomorphism r]: M^X^x which satisfy 77°e=do>that is, the complete
(P, 5)-resolution of M is an exact sequence which consists of a (P, S)-projective
resolution and a (P, 5)-injective resolution of M since (P, S)-projectivity is
equivalent to (P, S)-iniectivity. Note that any two complete (P, SWesolutions
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of M denoted by HJ and V' have the same homotopy type, i.e., for chain
maps F: £U-*CU'and G: V~^CU over the identity map lM, F°G and G°F are
homotopic to lv and l<u respectively. Therefore for any subring Q of P, if
there exists a complete (P, S)-resolution of M which has a contracting Q-
homotopy in addition to the contracting 5-homotopy, any complete (P, S)-
resolution of M also has a contracting Q-homotopy. Especially if P/Q is also
a Frobenius extension such that Q12S holds and there exists a complete (P, 5)-
resolution with a contracting Q-homotopy, all complete (P, S)-resolutions of M
are complete (P, Q)-resolutions of M since (P, S)-projective modules are (P, Q)-
projective modules.
Let A be an algebra over a commutative ring K and F be a subalgebra of
A. We suppose that the extension A/F is a Frobenius extension, that is to
say, there exist elements of A denoted by {ru ･･･,rn＼,{lu ･･■,/,} and a F-F-
homomorphism h^Hom(rAr, rFr) such that x― ^=1 h(xri)li=^l7i=1rih(lix)
for all x^A. Let A0 and Z10 be the opposite rings of A and F respectively.
Put P=ARKA° and let Q, R and S be the images of natural homomorphisms
rRKA° -^ P, ARKF° -> P and FRKF0-*P respectively. Then the extensions
P/Q, P/R and P/S are Frobenius extensions. We regard A as a left P-module
with the natural way.
Proposition 1.1. Any complete (P, S)-resolution of A has a contracting Q-
homotopy and a contracting R-homotopy in addition to the contracting S-homotopy.
Proof. We can prove this proposition by constructing such a complete
(P, S)-resolution of A. Let
br bi s
(1) ･･･ ―> XT ―> Ar-i ―> ･･･ ―> Xi ―> Xo ―> A ―> 0
be a (P, S)-projective resolution of A such that XT~ARr ･･･RrA (r+2 copies),
Or＼xnvy yyxr +i)―2ji=ov ―*■) xoYy Vyxixi +iVy vyxr +i ana fcV^o^^iJ―XqX^.
Note that (1) has two types of contracting S-homotopy. The one is a contract-
ing Q-homotopy such that Jto(g)･･･<S>xr+i ―≫■(―l)r+1l<S)x0(g) ･･･<S>xr+i. The other
is a contracting i?-homotopy such that x<>(8)---(&xr+i-^xo<S)---<S)xr+i(&l. HomOZr,
AA) and
Yiom{XrA, A a) are regarded as left P-modules by setting ((x<S)y)'f)
( )=/(( )x)y and ((x^y)-g) ( )=xg(y( )) for xRy<=P, f^Hom(AXr, AA) and
g<=Hom(XrA, A a). Applying the functors HomQ―, aA) and Hom(―A, A a) to
(1), we have a (P, £))-exact sequence and a (P, i?)-exact sequence respectively.
Let <pr and <j)rdenote P-isomorphisms HomC^Zr, AA)^A<g)r---RrA (r+2 copies)
and Hom(Zry(, J^)~vl(S>r ･･･<S>rA(r+2 copies) respectively such that
yr(/)=Sisios≪...,is<rsnr<o0 ･･･0rir0/(KS>/ir0 ･･･<8>/t0),
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^tfoR ･･･0^r +l)=[>o0 ･･･<S>*r +l -> *D^lft(1"A(XrA(*r +lW"1)^)^ +l] ,
^r(^)=SlS<oSn...,lSirSng(r<o0- 0nr01)0/ir0 - 0*io ,
07^00 ･･･0^r +l)= [>o0 ･" 0*r +l -≫^/i(ii/!("-/l(irM^ + A)^l)"O^r)^r +l] ･
Since P/S is a Frobenius extension, (P, S)-projective module A<S>r ･･･<S>rA is
(P, S)-injective. Therefore we have two (P, S)-injective resolutions of A such
that the one has a contracting Q-homotopy and the other has a contracting R-
homotopy. But since ^P+i(?>71Wo0 ･･･0^r+i)°&r+i)=0r+i(071Wo0 ･･･<S>^r+i)°&r+i)
holds for all X0<g)■･･<g)Xr+i ^ A<g>r-･･ <8)rA (r+2 copies), two (P, S)-injective
resolutions are same. Connecting this resolution with the standard (P, S)-
projective resolution of A that is (1) which has (―i)Thr instead of br as the
differentiation, we have a complete (P, S)-resolution of A which we want:
dr di d0 d-i d-r
(2) ･･･―■Xr -*Xr-i―*'---*Xi ―*Xq ―*■X-i ―> ･･･―>X-T ―> X-tr+D ―>･･･.
A
Here we set dr=(―l)rbr and X-r~ A<S>r ･･･<S>rA (r+1 copies) for r^l, and
■/],d0 and d-r are given by 7](x)―^iri<S>lix, fifo(^o0^i)=5?os(^o0^i)=Si^on0
ltxx and d_r(xo0 ― 0≪r) = S<=oS/-l)**o0"-0^-i0O0^*0"-0^r. Let
denote the contracting Q-homotopy of (2) by DQ. D%: Xr->Xr+i is given by
£?(*o0---0*r+i)=10*o0-" 0*r+i for r^O, i)S1(xo(g)x1)=/i(xo)(g)x1 and D9.r(xo
<S)■･･<8>xr)=h(xo)x1<g> ･･･<g>xr for r^2. Let denote the contracting i?-homotopy
of (2) by DR. DRr: Xr-Xr+1 is given by £?(xo0 ･･･0JCr+O=(-l)r+1^o0 - 0
^r+i01 for r^05 ^1(xo(g)x1)=xo0/i(x1) and Z£r(*o0- 0≪r)=(-l)r+1^o0- 0
xr_j/z(xr) for r^2.
We can see other complete (P, S)-resolutions of y| in [3], [5] and [8].
Let M be a left P-module and (X, d, e, rj) be any complete (P, S)-resolution
of A. Then we have the following sequnce:
dt* d0* </_!*
■･■<― Hom(PZl5 PM) <― Wom{pXo, PM) <― Hom(^_!, PM) <
where we set rfr*(/)=/°^r for /eHom(PZr, PM). The r-th complete relative
cohomology group Hr(A, F, M) with coefficients in M is given by Hr{A,F,M)
= Kerrfr+1*/Imcfr*. We put H*(A, F, Af)=cre2//r(J, T, M). Let Z(A) be
the center of A. Then Hom(pZr, PM) becomes a Z(yf)-module by setting
(c./)( )=c/( ) for cgZU). Therefore //r(^, F, M) is a Z(^)-module. It is
obvious that Hr(A, F, M) is independent of the choice of complete (P, S)-
rpsnlnt"ions of A.
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Proposition 1.2. Put MA― jmsM| xm=mx for allx^A], Mr= {meM| xm
=mx for all x<=D and NA/r(M)= arMlmEMO. Then H＼A, F, M) s
MA/NA/r(M) holdsas Z(A)-modules.
Proof. Take (2) as a complete (P, S)-resolutionof A and let / be the
representativeof an elemant a(EH°(A,F, M). Then the isomorphism H°(A,
r, M)^MA/NAir(M) is given by a―7(1(8)1)+^/KM).
2. The dual of the fundamental exact sequence.
Let A/F be a Frobenius extension of iC-algebras and P, Q, R, S, |rj, {lt＼
and h be the same as in section 1. Suppose that F/K is also a Frobenius
extension in section 2. Note that A/K is a Frobenius extension and Q, R and
5 are isomorphic to FRKA°, ARkF° and F<S)kF° respectively. We have a
complete (P, iQ-resoiution of A and a complete (5, iO-resolution of F. We
denote them by Y and Z respectively.
Now we treat the restrictionhomomorphism and the corestriction homo-
morphism introduced in [10] briefly. Let M be a left P-module. Since Y and
Z(g)rA are regarded as complete (Q, i^)-resolutions of A, Hr(Uom(QY, QM)) =
Hr(Eom(QZRrA, QM)) holds. Since Hr(Eom(QZRrA, QM))^Hr(Hom(sZ, SM))
= Hr(F, K, M) holds, we have an isomorphism
(3) sr : //r(Hom(QF, QM)) ^u Hr(F, K, M).
Composing sr with the homomorphism induced by the natural map Hom(PYr,
pM)-*Hom(QYr, QM), we obtain the restriction homomorphism Resr: Hr(A, K,
M)-≫Hr(F, K, M). Composing s7x with the homomorphism induced by the
homomorphism Naif: Hom(QFr, QM)->Hom(pYr, PM) defined by NA/r(f)( )=
Hififilii )), we obtain the corestriction homomorphism Corr: Hr(F, K, M)~^
Hr(A, K, M).
Next let X be a complete (P, S)-resolution of A. Dividing X and Y into
the non-negative parts and the negative parts, that is, the relative projective
resolutions of A and the relativeinjective resolutions of A, then the identity
homomorphism of A derives a commutative diagram
C＼ Co C-i
(4)
..I
* S A
A
T
^ % I
^ X.
d
9
<y_s
ZT
I
tf-t
V ≫...
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and applying the functor Hom(p―, PM) to (4), aT induces homomorphisms
Infr: Hr(A, F, M)^Hr(A, K, M) for r^l and Defr: Hr(A, K, M)->Hr(A, r, M)
for r^―1. We will call them the inflation homomorphism and the deflation
homomorphism respectively. We can define Def0: H＼A, K, M)-*H＼A, F, M),
that is, Def0: Kerci*/hn co*―*K-erdi*/lmdo* since Ker c^^HomipA, PM)^K.erdi*
holds and Im d0* contains the image of Im c0*. If we identify H°(A, K, M) and
H＼A, r, M) with MA/NA/K(M) and MA/NA/r(M) respectively by Proposition
1.2, Def9(m+NAIK(M))=m+NA,r(M) holds.
Note that Res, Cor, Inf and Def are independent of the choice of relative
complete resolutions.
Now we treat on the fundamental exact sequeuce introduced in [4]. Let
A be an arbitrary ring and B a subring. By U, V and W we denote a B-
projective, an /4-projectiveand an (A, £)-projectiveresolution of a left /l-module
M respectively. Then the identity homomorphism of M induces the chain maps
U-+V and V^W. They induce resr: Ext rA(M, N) - Ext rB(M,N) and infr:
Extu,B)(M, A0-≫Ext4(M, N) for r^>0 by the natural way where N is any left
yl-module. Consider ＼Lom(BA, BN) as a left A-module by (≪･/)( )=/(( )a) for
a^A, /£Hom(sA, BN). Define left ^-modules iVf(^0) inductively as N°=N
and Ni=Hom(BA, sN1'1) for zSsl. Then in [4], it is proved that the sequence
inf resr
0 ―> Ext[4>B)(M, N) -^ ExtKM, N) ―* Ext5(M, N)
is exact for r^l if A is left B-projective and ExtS(M, A^r"n)=0 (0<n<r).
Let A, B and M be P, Q and A respectively. Then the P-projective resolu-
tion V is a Q-projective resolution of A since P is Q-projective. Therefore we
may choose V as U. So res is the homomorphism induced by the natural map
Wom{pV, P―) -≫Hom(QF, Q―). V is also a (P, i^)-projective resolution of yl
since t! and P are iC-projective. Therefore we may consider that V is the
non-negative part of a complete (P, iO-resolution of yl. Hence Ext£(yl,―)―
Hr(A, K, ―) and sr°resr= Resr hold for r^l where sr is the same isomorphism
of (3). We know by Proposition 1.1 that the complete (P, 5)-resolution of A
is also a complete (P, Q)-resolution of yl. Therefore as W we may choose the
non-negative part of a complete (P, S)-resolution of A. So ExtJ>,e)(yi,―)=
//r(/l,F, -) and inf=Inf hold for r^l. Thus the following theorem holds:
Theorem 2.1. Let N he any left P-module and define P-modules N^i^O)
inductivelyas N"=N and Ni=Hom(QP, qN*'1) for z'2>l.Then the sequence
Infr Resr
0 ―* HUA, r, N) ―■*Hr(A, K, N) ―> Hr{r, K, N)
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is exactfor r^l *'/Hn(r, K, Nr~n)=0 (0<n<r).
Proof. Ext%(A, Nr-n)=Hn(＼Lom(QV, QNr-n))=Hn(r, K, Nr~n)=0 holdsby
(3). Therefore the sequence is exact.
We show the dual of Theorem 2.1 tillthe end of section 2:
Proposition 2.2. The following sequence is exact for any left P-module M:
Def° Cor0
(5) 0 <― H＼A, r, M) <― H＼A, K, M) <― H＼F, K, M).
Proof. By Proposition 1.2 the exactness of (5) is equivalent to the exact-
Def° t NAir
ness of Q^MA/NAfr(M)<―Ma/NA/k(M)<―Mr/Nr,K(M) where Def°(m+
NA,K(M)) = m+NA,r(M) and NA7F(.m+Nr,K(M)) = '2trimli + NA,K(M). This
sequence is exact. Therefore (5) is also exact.
Lemma 2.3. Hr(r, K, M) s Hr(A, K, Hom(QP, QM)) s Hr{A, K, PRQM)
holdsfor any left P-module M and allr<=Z.
Proof. For a complete (P, if)-resolution Y of A,Hr(F,K, M) = Hr(Horn
(QY, qM)) holds by (3) and Hr(Hom(QY, QM)) = Hr(A, K, Hom(QP, QM)) = Hr(A,
K, PRQM) holds.
/
s
Lemma 2.4. Let 0^ L -* M-≫ ^V-≫Otea (F, S)-exact sequence. Then we
have the following long exact sequence
d
･･･-^ /T(/t, r, L) ―■*Hr{A, r, M) ―> Hr(A, r, N) ―> Hr+1(A, T, L) - ･･･
where d is the connecting homomorphism. We have similar long exact sequences
for H*(A, K, -) and H*(JT, K, -).
Proof. This can be proved by the usual way for short exact sequences.
/
e
Lemma 2.5. Let 0 -* L -* M^ N-+0 be a (P, S)-exact sequence. Then for
the connecting homomorphisms d: Hr(A, r, N)^Hr+＼A, F, L) and dA: Hr(A,
K, N)-*Hr+l(A, K, L), (i) 3oDefr=Derr+1°d^ holds for r^-1. Let 0->L-*
g
M―≫TV―>0 he a (P, K)-exact sequence. Then for the connecting homomorphisms
dA: Hr(A, K, N)^Hr+1(A, K, L) and dr: Hr(r, K, N)->Hr+＼r, K, L), (ii)
a^0Corr=Corr+1oar holds for all r^Z.
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Proof. We use (4) for the proof. (i) holds for r^―2 by the commutativity
of (4). Let <p denote the isomorphism Ker ct* ―>Ker di* by which we defined
Def°. Then (p°(f^＼Kerc1*)=f*°<p,(p°c0*― dQ*°o--i* and o-i*°g*=g*<>o-i* hold
where /* and g* are homomorphisms induced by / and g respectively with
the natural way. Therefore (i) holds for r―― 1. Let Z be a complete (S, ir-
resolution of A with a differentiation e. Then Cor is induced by a chain map
<J>:Hom(,sZ, s―) -h.Hom(PF, P―). ^°/* = /*°^, <fi°e*― c*°0 and ^g* ― g*°$
hold. Therefore (ii) also holds.
Theorem 2.6. Let M be any left P-module and define P-modules Mt(i^0)
inductively as M0=M and Mi=P<S)QMi-1 for z^l. Then the sequence
Def"r Cor-r
0 ≪― H~r(A, r, M) < H~r(A, K, M) < H~r(r, K, M)
is exact for r^O if H~n(r, K, Mr_n)=0 (O^n^r-1).
Proof. By induction on r. The case of r=0 is proved by Proposition 2.2.
Assume that the case of r=t holds. Consider the case of r=t+l. By M' we
denote the kernel of a P-homomorphism d: Mt-*M such that d(p<S)m)=pm.
Put M'0=M' and M^Ptg^MU for all i^l. Then there holds sM^sMi+I
for all z^O. Therefore H~n{r, K, M£_J=0 holds for 0£n^t. Hence the fol-
lowing sequence
Def-! CorJ
0 <― H-KA, r, M') < H-＼A, K, M') < i/-£CT,K, M')
is exact by the assumption of induction. Note that H~l(r, K, M')=0 holds.
The (P, S)-,(P, K)- and (S, /C)-exact sequence
d
(6) 0―>M'―>MX―>M―>0
induces the following commutative diagram by Lemma 2.5
Def-£ Cor-£
0 ^― H-＼A, F, M')≪ H-＼A, K, M') * //"'(A /C M')
＼S
Def--
1^
Cor--
K
H-'-HA, r, M) < H-'-^A, K, M) * H^-Hf, K, M)
d ^z
H-l-＼A, K, M1)
where d, dA and dr are connecting homomorphisms for (6),d is a homomorphism
induced by d and r is the isomorphism of Lemma 2.3. The isomorphism
Hr(A, K, M1)-≫//r(Hom(nF, <?M))
in the proof of Lemma 2.3 is induced by an
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isomorphism u: Hornby r, PMi) -> Hom(QYr, qM) such that u{f)=fi≫f where
the Q-homomorhism /a: Mx-*M is defined by {i{{x(g)y)(&m)―h(x)my for x(g)yE:
P and m(=M. Therefore Cor'^^z^d holds. Mt is (P, Q)-injective since P/Q
is a Frobenius extension. So by Proposition 1.1, Hl{A, F, Mi)=0 holds for all
feZ. Therefore d is an isomorphism. And dA is an epimorphism because
H-＼A, K, MOs/Z-'cr, if, M) holds by Lemma 2.3 and i/"£(r,A", M)=0 holds
by i/-J(r, A, M)0//-≪(r, A, MO s if-£GT,A, MO =0. Hence for the middle
sequence of the above commutative diagram, Theorem 2.6 holds.
3. The cup product on the complete relative cohomology.
The cup product on the complete cohomology of Frobenius algebras is
defined in [9]. In this section we will introduce the cup product on the com-
plete relative cohomology of Frobenius extensions. Let A/F be a Frobenius
extension of if-algebras and P, Q, R, S, {rj, {lt},h and Z{A) be the same as
in section 1. FIK does not need to be a Frobenius extension.
Definition 3.1. Let A and B be any left P-modules and let r and s be
any integers. Assume that an element aUjBe^Hr+s(A, F, ARAB) is defined
uniquely for every a^Hr{A, F, A) and fi<=Hs(A, F, B). If U satisfiesthe
following conditions (i), (ii),(iii)and (iv), we will call ＼Jthe cup product on
H*(A, F, ―) and call aUfi the cup product of a and /?.
(i ) U induces a Z(yf)-homomorphism :
U
H*(A, F, A)Rza>H*(A, F, B) ―> H*(A, F, ARAB).
(ii) Let O-^A^Az-^As-tO be a (P, 5)-exact sequence and £ be a left P-
module. If 0 - A&aB -+ A2<g)AB -* AZRAB -≫0 is also (P, S)-exact, there holds
9(aUj8) = d(a)W/3 for every a ge Hr(A, F, A3) and fi^Hs(A, F, B), where 9
denotes the connecting homomorphism.
(iii) Let 0―>/?!->52"*B3―>0 be a (P, S)-exact sequence and ^4 be a left P-
module. If O^A<g)AB-L.-+A(g)ABz-^A(B)ABs-^->0is also (P, S)-exact, there holds
5(aWi8)=(-l)raWa(iS) for every a(EHr(A, F, A) and p<=H*(A, F, B,), where
9 denotes the conneting homomorphism.
(iv) The diagram
H＼A, F, A)RZca)H＼A, F, B) ―> H＼A, F, ARAB)
I I
AA/NAir{A)Rz^BA/NAir{B) ―> Mfg^VVA^rtm^)
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commutes, in which the vertical homomorphisms are isomorphisms by Proposi-
tion 1.2 and the homomorphism in the bottom row is defined by
(a+NAir(A))R(b+NA,r(B)) ―^ aRb+NA/r(ARAB).
Proposition 3.2. // U and U' satisfy the conditions(i), (ii),(iii)and (iv)
of Definition 3.1 respectively,then ＼J= KJ' holds.
Proof. This proposition is proved by the same method as [1, VI, Lemma
5.8], that is, proved inductively by using the following lemma of dimension-
shiftings:
Lemma 3.3. Let M be a left P-module. Then we have the following four
natural (P, Q)- (or (P, /?)-)exact sequences for M:
(7) O-^Ker^―>P(g)eM―^M^O,
(8) 0―> Ker $' ―^ P<g>BM―>M-^O,
(9) 0 ―> M ―-* Hom(QP, QM) ―> Coker / ―> 0,
(10) 0 ―> M ―* Hom(/2F, BM) ―> Coker *'―･> 0
where <j)(p§§m)= pm, <j>'{p^m)=pm, i(m)=＼_p―>pm~] and if(m)=-＼_p-^>pm~].For
any left P-module N, 0―Ker $RAN^(PRQM)RAN--*MRAN^0 is alsoa (P, Q)-
exact sequence. With thissequence and (7) there hold
(i) 3: //r(J? T, M)^Hr+1(A, r, Ker0),
3: //r(J, T, M(S)AN)^Hr^(A, F, Ker $RAN)
where d is the connecting homomorphism. Similarly there hold
(ii) d: Hr{A, r, M)->Hr+i(A, r, Ker 0'),
8: Hr(A, r, NRAM)^Hr+1(A, r, N0AKerf),
(iii) d: Hr~＼A, F, Coker i)^ Hr(A, r, M),
8: Hr~＼A, r, CokeriRAN)^>Hr{A, F, MRAN),
(iv) d: Hr~＼A, F, Coker if)^ Er{A, F, M),
8: Hr~l{A, F, NRACokeri')^Hr(A, F, NRAM)
with (8),(9) and (10) respectively.
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Proof. By Proposition 1.1 any complete (P, S)-resoiutionor A is a (P, Q)-
exact sequence. PRQM and (P<g)QM)RAN^PRQ(MRAN) are (P, Q)-injective
since P/Q is a Frobenius extension. Therefore H*(A, F, PRQM) = 0 and
i/*(A r, (PRqM)RaN)=Q hold. Hence (i) holds. Similar arguments prove
(ii),(iii)and (iv).
Note that the cup product is independent of the choice of complete {P, S)-
rp>cjnlnf-inn≪nf A
Lemma 3.4. Let (X, d, e, y) be a complete (P, S)-resolution of A. Then
for any integers r and s there existsa left P-homomorphism Ar>s: Xr+s->Xr<giAXs
which satisfiesthe following conditions:
(i) (£(8)^s)oA0,o=£,
(ii) Ar,,-dr+,+1=(rfr+1(g)jdljrg)oJr+lif+(-l)'-(l^r0^,+1).Ar>,+1.
Proof. This lemma is proved by using the same method as [1, p. 140] :
For keZ put (Xto≫=n,+,=JP0A and define dn: (*<§>^)B->(X<g>^)B_,
by 8n=Jlp+q=ndpRAlxg-＼-Ilp+q=n(-l)plxpRAdq. Then (XRAX,d) is a chain
complex and has a contracting S-homotopy Iiv+q=nD% RA^xq '■(X R AX)n ―>
(XRAX)n+i where DQ is a contracting Q-homotopy of X which exists by
Proposition 1.1. Therefore {XRaX, d) is (P, 5)-exact. The direct product of
relative injectives is relativeinjective and the (P, S)-projective module Xp<S>AXq
is (P, 5)-injectivesince P/S is a Frobenius extension. So {XRaX, 8) is dimen-
sion-wise (P, S)-injective. Therefore if there exists a P-homomorphism ≪: Xo^
(X<S>aX)o such that (s0^£)°≪= £and do°a°di=0 holds, a extends to a chain map
A: X-*XRaX which satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii). Put a=(ap) where
ap: Xo-* Xp(3aX-p- Then since Xo is (P, S)-projective,we can take a such
that the condition (£<^A£)°a=(e0As)°ao=e holds. Put 5p,=rfp(g)y|lxgand 8pq=
{―l)plxpRAdq. Then the condition 80°a°di=0 is equivalent to a condition (iii)
^p,-p°≪p+^p-i,i-p°≪p-i―0on Im di for all />eZ. Consider the sequence (X<S>AXq,
51,,)for any fixed q. Xq is (P, S)-projective,that is, PZg<ep(yl(g)rM(8)rvi) holds
for an 5-module M, and Z has a contracting P-homotopy by Proposition 1.1.
Therefore (XRAXq, 8LiQ) has a contracting P-homotopy H. Now assume that
p>0 and that ap-x has been defined. Set ap―― H°dp-i,i-p°ap-i. Then ap
satisfiesthe condition (iii). In fact,
d'°av+8≫°arJ-1= -8'°H°d"°aJ,-i+d"°ap-l
= H°d'°d"°ap
//･d"<.3'oa
by the definitionof H
because d' and 8" anti-commute
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where we have ommitted the subscripts on 8' and 8" to simplify the notations.
If p=l, then H°5"°d'°ap-1=H°(d(lRAdo)°(x<>=H°(7]RAy])°(sRA£)°(Xo==H°(7]RA7/)°t
=0 holds on Imdi. If p>l, then by the inductive hypothesis d'°ap-1+d"°ap-2
=0 holds on Im di. So H*8"od'<>ap-l=-H'd"<>d''oap-t=Q holds on Imdj. A
similar argument constructs av for p<0 by descending induction. Thus the
proof of this lemma is complete.
By Lemma 3.4 we have the cup product of a^Hr(A, F, A) and /3e
H＼A, F, B): Put a―f and ^―g where / and g are representatives. Then
the cup product is given by aVJft=(f(g)Ag)°Ar,s- Thus we obtain the following
theorem:
Theorem 3.5. There is a cup product uniquely on H*{A, F, ―).
The cup product has the following anti-commutativity:
Theorem 3.6. Let M be a P-module. Then for arbitrary a^.Hr{A, F, A)
and P<eH'(A, F, M), aUp = (~l)rspyJa holds.
Proof. Let (X, d, e, rf) be (2) in section 1. Put <pn=(＼xnRAz)°&n,o and
0rer=(sC*)yilxn)oA),nfor any neZ where A is the same as in Lemma 3.4. <p:
X^X and <f>＼X-^-X are chain maps. Since e=s°<po=e°0oholds, <pis homotopic
to $, that is, there exists a P-homomorphism vn: Xn^Xn+i such that ipn―<j>n―
Vn-＼°dn+dn+i<>vnholds for all n. Let / and g be representatives of a^Hr(A,
F, A) and fi<=Hs(A, F, M) respectively. Consider the case of s=0. Since
g(l<g)l)^MA holds by Proposition 1.2, there holds (fRAg)°Ar,o=zg(l<g>l)f°<pr=
gaRl)f°<l>r+gO.Rl)f°Vr-i*dr=(g<g)Af)°Ao. r+gdRl)f °vr-i°dr.Therefore ≪U/3
=(―l)oj8Ua holds for any reZ. Since J is flatas a left ^-module and as a
right yl-module, we can use (ii)and (iii)of Definition 3.1. Therefore by using
Lemma 3.3 for HS(A, F, M), aUB = (-l)rs8KJa holds for any r and s.
The cup product has the followingassociatitivity:
Theorem 3.7. Let A, B and C be P-modules. Then for a<=Hr(A, r, A)
^HS(A, r, B) and T^H'iA, r, C),(aW/3)Ur=≪U(JSUr) holds.
Proof. We can prove this theorem by the method like the proof of Theo-
rem 3.6: Let (X, d, s, rj) be (2) in section 1. Put
<Pn= (£RAixn(3AZ)°(Ao,nRAlxo)°An,o and 0n = (s(^lxn(g>^s)<>(lxo<^An, o)°Ao,n
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for neZ where A is the same as in Lemma 3.4. <p: X-~>X and 0: X-^X are
chain maps. Since s―e°<pa=-e°$0holds, <p is homotopic to <f>,that is, there
exists a P-homomorphism vn : Xn-^Xn+l which satisfiespB-^=Pn-i°4+rf7.+i°
vn. Let /, g and & be representatives of a&HT(A, F, A), fl<=H'(A, F, B) and
y^E%{A, F, C) respectively. Consider the case of r―t-Q. Since /(101)ei4j4
and ^ligllJeC^ hold, there holds
=/(l01)R^^.0^(101)+(/(101)(8)^goyi_1(g)jl/j(i(g)i)).dt
Therefore (flt＼Jp)＼JY=a＼J{$＼jy)holds for the case of r=t=0. By using Lemma
3.3 for Hr(A, F, A) and H＼A, F, C), we have (a＼jp)＼Jr=a＼J(p＼Jy)for any
r, s, feZ.
By Theorem 3.7 //*(^, T, y!)=cr=zi^r(^, r, J) is a ring with the identity
element which is the image of l<=Z(A)/NAir(A) on the isomorphism Z(A)/
NaiKA) =5 #9M, T, A) of Proposition 1.2.
Now assume that F/K is alsoa Frobenius extension. Then since A/K is a
Frobenius extension,we have the cup product ＼Jon H*(A, K, ―).
f 8
Lemma 3.8. For any (P, S)-exactsequence 0―>L-^M―>N-+Q, we have
two connectinghomomorphisms d: Hr(A, F, N)^Hr+＼A, F, L) and dA: Hr{A,
K, N)^Hr+＼A, K, L) for allreZ by Lemma 2.4. Then we have
(i) dJ°Inf= Inf+1°d/or r^l,
(ii) InfodoDef0^.
Proof. We use (4) in section 2 for the proof, (i) holds by the com-
mutativityof (4). Let A be any leftP-module. By K(A) and K'{A) we denote
the kernels of d* : Hom(PY0, PA) -> ttom{PY u PA) and d^ : Hom(FZ0) PA) ―
HomCpZ!, PA) respectively.Then the diagram
cr0*
8*l
> g*-l(K(N))
K'(N) < K(N)
is commutative where g* is the homomorphism induced by g with the natural
way and K( ) ―>･K'{ ) is the same isomorphism by which we defined Def°in
section 2. <7i*≪/*=/Wi* and <r1*odi*=c1*≪a0* hold. Therefore (ii)holds.
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Proposition 3.9. Let A and B he left P-modules and let a, 8, a' and B'
he elements of Hr{A, F, A), H＼A, F, B), Hr{A, K, A) and H＼A, K, B) respec-
tively. Then we have
(i) Infr+'(aUj8)=Infr(a)Ulnf*(j8) for r^l and s^l,
(ii) Defr+*(a'Uj9/)=Defr(a/)UDef'(j8/) for r^O and s^O,
(iii-i) Def+'(a/vjInff(j8))=Defr(a')Wj8 for r<0, s^l and r+s£0,
(iii-ii) Def+I(Infr(a)Wj8/)=aWDef'(j8/) for r^l, s<0 and r+s£Q,
(iv-i) lnfr+s(Defr(a')UB)=a'Ulnis(B) for r<0, s^l and r+s^l,
(iv-ii) Inf+'(aUDef (j9/))=Infr(a)Uj8/ /or r^l, s^O anrf r+s^l.
Proof. Let X be (2) in section 1. Then we can take A of Lemma 3.4
such that Ao,o(*o(8>r*i)=(xo(g>rl)Ryi(lRr*i) and A-l.i(xo<g>rxl)='2i(xoriRrl)RA
(l<S>rli<S>rXi) hold. Since A/K is a Frobenius extension, we have a complete
(P, /C)-resolution Y of A whose type is (2) in section 1. Then aT of (4) in
section 2 is given by
<?t(xoRk ･･■RKXr +i)=XoRr ■■･0r*r+i for r^O,
a-r{xo0r ■■■Rrxr)=lli0.....tr-1Xori0<g)Kli0x1ri1<g)K ■■･^/f^^'r for r^l
where {r^} and {/*} are elements of F with respect to the Frobenius extension
FIK like as {rj and {/<} of ,4 respectively. Let A4,s be the P-homomorphism
of Lemma 3.4 for Y. Then Adlt x{xQ RKXx) = Si.X^o^rj 0x1)0^(1^^ 0jc^O
holds. Now we show (iii-i). Put a'=f and ^^^ where / and g are repre-
sentatives of a' and j8 respectively. At first we prove the case of r+s=0 by
induction on s. Since there holds
Def0(/Wlnf1(^))=Def°((/{g)^o(T1)oA^>1)
=lxo0rx1 ―> %i.jf(xtrtr'iRKl)RAg(lRrljli<3)rx1)]
=(f°a-iRAg)°A-itl
=Def-＼f)Ug,
the case of s = l holds. Assume that (iii-i) holds for some s and for any left
P-modfules A and B. Let a' and /3 be elements of H^S+1^(A, K, A) and
HS+1(A}F,B) respectively. Then with (7), dA(a') e H'S(A, K, Ker <j>)holds
where dA is the connecting homomorphism. By (iv) of Lemma 3.3 there exists
P"gH'(A, F, Cokeri') such that 3(0") = 0 holds. By the assumption of induc-
tion Def＼dA(a')UlnP(P")) = Def-s(dA(a'))^jp" holds. So we have SCDef-^a'W
Inff(j8")))=3(Def-CI+1>(a/)W0*) by Lemma 2.5. Since this d is an isomorphism,
we can cancel 9. Therefore by Lemmas 2.5 and 3.8 (iii-i)holds for a' and B.
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Assume that (iii-i)holds for the case of r+s= ―n(n^O). Consider the case
of r+s = -(n + l). By (ii) of Lemma 3.3, 3(j8)geHs+t(A,F, Ker^') holds. So
Def-'Ca'Ulnf+1(3(j8)))=Defr(a/)WS(j8) holds. By Lemmas 2.5 and 3.8 3(Def-<n+1)
(a/UlnfI(j8)))=3(Def (aOWjS) holds. This a is an isomorphism. Hence (iii-i)
holds, (iii-ii)is shown by the same method. Next we show (iv-i). At first
we show the case of r-＼-s―l by induction on r. For r=0 (iv-i) holds by the
computation like (iii-i).Assume that (iv-i) holds for some r and for any left
P-modules A and B. Let a' and $ be elements of Hr~＼A, K, A) and H2~r(A,
F, B) respectively. By (iv) of Lemma 3.3 there exists $"<^Hi-r(A, F, Coker i')
such that 3(/3")=/3 holds. Then Def°(≪/Ulnf1-r(iS//))=Defr-1(≪/)W/3//holds by
(iii-i).Therefore by Lemma 3.8,
Inf1(Def-1(a/)Wi8)=Inf1(Def-1(a/)^(J8//))
= (-l)r"1 Inf1oa(Defr-1(a')W18//)
= (-l)'"-1Inf1oaoDef()(a/Wlnf1-r(J8//))
=(-l)r-1Svl(a/Ulnf1-r(i8*))
=≪'Ulnf2-r(/3)
holds. Next assume that (iv-i) holds for the case of r+s = n (m^I). Consider
the case ofr+s = n+l. By (iv) of Lemma 3.3 there exists $" e H°-＼A, F,
Coker*') such that d(fi")= j8 holds. Since Inf^DefCaOUjS") = a'Ulnf'-1^")
holds, (iv-i) holds for a' and jS by using Lemma 3.8. (iv-ii)is shown by the
same method, (i) and (ii)are also shown by induction easier than (iii-i)and
(iv-i).
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